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Defence attempts to obtain actual transcripts of audio recordings for first Civil Parties 

and witnesses and English translations of Khmer transcripts already on the Case File 

1. On 22 November 2011, the parties were notified of the original Khmer transcripts of 

two recorded interviews with witness ROCHOEM Ton (PHY Phuon), one recorded 

interview with Civil Party ROMAM Yun and two recorded interviews with witness 

SAKIM Lmut. 

2. On 23 November 2011, our Case Manager So Mosseny sent an email to the head of 

ITU, Chanmony Korm, copied to Sopheap En and Michelle Keating, which stated: 

“The below transcripts were notified yesterday to the parties. Did any party or 

Chamber request for translation at least from Khmer to English? If so could you send 

us the English translations or date of which they will be completed? It would assist 

our team in preparation for the trial on December 5 onward.” 

3. On 24 November 2011, Chanmony Korm responded by email: “No one submitted the 

request for translation of the transcripts you mentioned below.” 

4. On 24 November 2011 after receiving this response, So Mosseny submitted 

translation requests from Khmer to English for the Khmer transcripts that were 

notified on 22 November 2011. 

5. On 24 November 2011, Chanmony Korm responded by email to So Mosseny: “The 

requests given below are referred. We would suggest your team (i) transcribe the 

interviews as the recorded interviews are available in both languages - Khmer and 

English, (ii) use the audio files instead of transcription, and (iii) request ITU to do 

partial translation of the transcripts.” 

6. On 25 November 2011, following Chanmony Korm’s suggestion, So Mosseny 

emailed Sophy Kong, the Officer in Charge of the Court Management Section, to 

request English transcriptions of the audio files for each of the 3 Civil Parties and 4 

witnesses who will testify during the first trial session. 

7. On 28 November 2011, So Mosseny and Legal Consultant Tanya Pettay met with 

Sophy Kong to discuss the request.  Sophy Kong stated that there are only 2 English 

transcribers and they are very busy.  He informed So Mosseny and Tanya Pettay that 

full transcriptions would not be possible and requested that the Defence listen to the 

audio recordings and advise him of particular sections which it believes need 

transcribed.  Sophy Kong stated that he does not know whether Khmer transcripts 

have already been requested for the other Civil Parties and witnesses for the initial 

trial segment whose transcripts are not yet on the Case File.  He stated that he believes 

the Trial Chamber greffier was probably the one who requested the other Khmer 

transcripts which were notified on 22 November 2011.   

8. After this meeting, on the same date, Sophy Kong followed up with an email which 

stated:  
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After discussion with Transcription Unit, I would inform you that CMS can 

provide only the portion of Khmer transcription [starting and ending time] of 

below recorded interviews if your team can identify those portions.  

However, some transcriptions have been done in Khmer as requested since 

last month by one of defense team.  

And, we right now are not be able to provide the English and French 

transcription of these recorded interviews due to available resource and closer 

to the hearing next week.  

We would advise you and your team to use the PVs of these interviews during 

the hearing.  

9. On 12 December 2011, the parties were notified of one original Khmer transcript of 

witness LONG Norin and one original Khmer transcript of Civil Party KLAN Fit. 


